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	Distinguish yourself as a "Sales Master" and win big in business today!


	Your personal and professional distinctions are THE precursor to closing the deal. Why? Because most salespeople are not distinctive-all they do is follow one another.


	Sales Mastery gives you Chuck Bauer's unique personal experience as a highly successful salesman turned sales coach. You'll connect with his methodology, proven by salespeople in every industry, to distinguish yourself, build your sales skills, and win deals again and again.

	
		Each chapter focuses on one important quality of salesmanship enabling you to actualize your potential as a prosperous seller
	
		Includes tips for mastering sales presentations, phone pitches, customer objections, and closing strategies
	
		Learn how to market yourself shamelessly, close sales according to your clients' dominant personality styles, and make prospects chase you
	
		Author is a nationally recognized sales trainer and coach



	Sales Mastery gives you the toolset to break away from the pack to be the sales leader you always wanted to be... and reap the bigger commission checks that result!
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OtotoxicityBC Decker Inc., 2004

	'Ototoxicity' is a compendium of information on the ototoxic potential of clinically useful drugs. Each section of this thorough text is written by a leading authority in the field. The book reviews the important classes of medications known to cause ototoxicity and their mechanisms. Clinical manifestations, what is known about...
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Progress in Nano-Electro-Optics VII: Chemical, Biological, and Nanophotonic Technologies for Nano-Optical Devices and SystemsSpringer, 2009
This book focuses on chemical and nanophotonic technology to be used to develop novel nano-optical devices and systems. It begins with temperature- and photo-induced phase transition of ferromagnetic materials. Further topics include: energy transfer in artificial photosynthesis, homoepitaxial multiple quantum wells in ZnO, near-field...
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Herbs and Natural Supplements: An Evidence Based GuideChurchill Livingstone, 2006

	Herbs and Natural Supplements: An Evidence-Based Guide 2e presents evidence-based information on most popular herbs, nutrients and food supplements used across Australia and New Zealand. Organised alphabetically by common name, each herb or nutrient listed includes information such as daily intake, main actions/indications, adverse reactions,...
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Uncertainty Theory: A Branch of Mathematics for Modeling Human Uncertainty (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2011


	Some information and knowledge are usually represented by human language

	like “about 100km”, “approximately 39 ?C”, “roughly 80kg”, “low speed”,

	“middle age”, and “big size”. Perhaps some people think that they are subjective

	probability or they are fuzziness....
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Liferay in Action: The Official Guide to Liferay Portal DevelopmentManning Publications, 2011

	
		Summary

	
		Liferay in Action is a comprehensive and authoritative guide to building portals on the Liferay 6 platform. Fully supported and authorized by Liferay, this book guides you smoothly from your first exposure to Liferay through the crucial day-to-day tasks of building and maintaining an enterprise...
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Certified Ethical Hacker Exam PrepQue, 2006
The CEH certification shows knowledge of network penetration testing skills. The CEH exam takes three hours and 125 questions, requiring a broad and deep knowledge of network security issues. The CEH Exam Prep is the perfect solution for this challenge, giving you the solid, in-depth coverage...
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